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1.
PlJRPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to survey the Basic Training Program
at st. Coletta School in Jefferson,Wisconsino Techniques, learning
processes and philosophy will be studied and evaluated in the light of
present day learning theories. The evaluation of the program, however,
on a limited scale, is determined by this writer through the medium of
case studies. The purpose, philosophy and tenure of the Bas.ic Training
Program could be easily sWThilarized in the poetic words of Alvin Gordon
from his book Journeys with st. Francis of Assisi.
Among the playing and laughing children
I caught sight of an infant crawling,
And I let myself fall to the floor
And I began, like the infant to crawl.
Then my body gained strength and knowledge
Unused muscles began to function.
And then I stood, halding fast at first,
And then I walked.
I wonder in my belief-
Or lack of it-
If you, my sister, have not shown me
That like the infant. I must crawl
Before I walk with you in faith.
I cannot walk as fast as you,
Little sister,
Nor so well.
Your strides have been and are and always will be
Wide and great,
And more faltering and small.
And more and more
Children walk with you,
Perhaps miraculously,
For each one moving at his own pace
Is ever by your side,
More and more children
From eve~here-
There are many who walk,
Or want to walk with you.
I am only one but with great need,
And now you are there.
You take my hand,
My steps become stronger
And quicken as the years go by,
Despite the impediments I h~ve.
.2.
INTRODUCTION
The Basic Training Program at Saint Coletta School in Jefferson,
Wisconsin, is based on a research in many related areas. Just as
experience and statistics have proven that the tools of human knowledge
are grounded in the five senses, so too, the educators at Saint Coletta's
did not limit their search to only one facet of the child's human
potential but gleaned the best in learning devices from authorative
educators and specialists in the field of Spycial Education in order to
develop a structured plan for experimental teaching.
Encompassing four major categories, motor, sensory, social
development, and language, the Basic Training Program's source material
was sifted, sorted and evaluated so that on~ pertinent knowledge focused
on total learning for the individual child is contained therein. Breaking
down the four integrated areas, this writer will t~ to relate theories
behind the merging of the total program.
In the motor area Glenn Doman and Carl Delacato were consulted
and much of their thinking and theory has been inculcated.
Their own stuqy and research at the Institute of Human Potential
has been limited however, to a study of 76 brain-injured children
enrolled at the institute who have showed signs of significant improvement
in the sphere of motor development, and thus, following the philosophy of
Montessori, "It is enough that the idea be understood and work taken in
hand following it's indications. It is not, therefore, necessa~ that(1.)
the whole work of research be accomplished. tr
1. Maria Montessori, The Formation of Man, (India: Theosophical
Publishing Co. 1955.) p. 20.
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If the experimenters wait too long for research to prove the success or
failure of the outlined program, children at Saint Coletta School will have
grown too old and the techniques which may have helped them will have
passed by. Thus, knowing that the methodology has not as yet been
scientifically sanctioned, an experimental curriculum was carefully
sequentialized for the Basic Training Program.
Glenn Doman and Carl Delacato believe:
..• The human brain is atomically symetrical. This symetry
applies to the function as well, except in the highest levels
of the human cortex where a distinct asymetry in function develops.
As a result one hemisphere becomes dominant and controls the three
motor skills and ana~ses the information received 9Y the three
sensory faculties. Full neurological organization includes the
development of hemisphere dominance which normally resides in the
same hemisphere for all six functions. (2.)
With this thought in mind, the motor segment of the Basic Training Program
was developed according to the specifications of the Institute for the
Achievement of Human Potential.
Human patterns begin on the floor, where the child recapitulates
or relearns infantile movements in which the developing human climbs the
ontogenetic ladder of locomotion, from twisting movements through
creeping-and-crawling to ultimate cross-patterns which is unique to man.
The floor becomes the foundation to growth and development even though
growth for the retarded stretches beyond the normal age span. The effort
is toilsome and difficult, yet the hoped for results promise adequate
2. Glen Doman and Carl Delacato, "The Institutes for the Achievement
of Human Potential_- A Summary of Concepts, Procedures, and Organizations",
The Institutes for the Achievement of Human Potential, III
(November, 1964), p. 5.
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'1 The unconscionable slowness of retarded children may disturb the II
it zealous educator. The child, according to Montessori, has an inner tempo I'
II different from that of the adult. There is a life and death struggle for I
1,1)1 him as far as development is concerned. Indeed unless one regards the III
:1 'I
II child I s normal growth as a series of steps toward a more complete Ii
II IIII independence we will fail to see the thinking, planning, and philosophy !I
II IIII behind the Basic Training Program. Teachers of children with mental II
Ii retardation may become like anxious parents who seeing their child II
II struggling, faltering, trying to mount the stairs seizes and lifts him I'
I aloft, whisked embarrassingly, or pityingly to the top. II
I' Aristotle once said, "There is nothing in the inte:llect not found in I
! II! the senses." A child f s exploration into the sphere of sensorial j'I II
II attributes, carried qn day after day and month after month, collectively III
II I
'I III form a sure foundation in the sequential development of the child I s II
I I
II intellect. II
II The child develops his functions of hearing, seeing, tasting, feeling II
II II
and speaking through activity. If he is denied activity the developmental III
I'possibilities diminish. The inner urge of the child to explore and find II
I 11
III things out by his own sensory and motor activity is basic to learning. [I
1
1
1
1
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IIIIi If this urge is not present, the teachers try to motivate and stimulate II
I
ii it by natural means. Montessori felt that when children are retarded so II
!I that these senses are diminished, they are not lost but deviated. II
Ii IIil The instructor of 'mentally retarded children should look deep to 1:1'
Ii
II discover the child I s true self. As the child uses his senses in the II
II progress of growth he, too, becomes aware of his self identity. I
II I
II I'II An unruly child who r¢.suses equipment or lacks ability to concentrate I
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ii is hiding beneath a mask that impedes vision of the "real" child. So, with il
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!! to that day when he settles down spontaneously and begins to work with II
Ii 1
1
.. 1ii
il proper and meaningful organization and purpose. If
II II
II To develop these adequate sensory skills: lijllII
il:11 Constructive form is dependent in large part upon the relationship I,
between elements. In visual perception, these relationships are il·
II relationships in space. The coordination of space and hence . II
IIi coordinator upon which the relationships of form must be built are ii
I learned. This learning begins with the development of laterality. II
Ii Our first information about form and about spatial relationships ii,
II involved in form is kinesthetic and tactual. We must learn II
1/ kinesthetic laterality before we can proceed to visual form. The II
II control of ocular movements and the use of the eye as a mediation of Ii
II the projection of directionality into visual stimuli, these basic i;
I' skills are necessary in a form and are presented to the child and il
:1 responded to by him in a consistent manner. (3.) Ii
ii II
,I The problem for any teacher of the mentally retarded has always been to Ii
I'.i,... illlbuild up an integrated pattern. If sensory skills do not come to the child
II :!,I,IIII in sequential order, if they continue to vary from one presentation to I!
i'l :1I. :,II another, such inconsistency can only play havoc on the intellectual II
II development of the child whose mental functioning is already disoriented. I!
1· I
II Consistency of input is insured by the basic sensory skills which have been I
I: I
II sequentially developed in the Basic Training Program at Saint Coletta 1,.1
1
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!I School. II
Ii The aspect of social training is as. essential to the retarded II
II IIindividual as words are to a book. These children must learn to get along qII !1!I ,I
il with their peers , with adults, and primarily to understand self. To 11
!I become a true social being the retarded child must have a basic knowledge II
II !Iil II
II of his own person, as he becomes aware of those around him. Knowing who Ii
I; II
I: tlII 3. Newell c. Kephart, The Slow Learner in the Classroom, Ii
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he is and why he is, knowing he must love and be loved, as he is today, is a
basic necessity. All adjustment in life centers and depends upon these two
premises derived from life itself. It is true that an individual depends
later only with difficulty or with the aid of special techniques. n(4.)
ttSkills not learned at a particular stage of development are acquired
people make are often dependent upon personal appearance, self-concept,
II variety but is rather a setting that recognizes the child's nature,
I
I proclaims him an individual with corresponding rights, and within the
The judgments
Since the retarded
the Basic Training Program is not the "hot house"
The child at Saint Coletta's spends an increasingly larger
Ann M. Clarke and A.D.B.Clarke, Mental Deficiency-The Changing,
( New York; The Free Press, 1958.) p. 207.
The climate of
little hope, especially where the retardation is severe.
health, degree of activity, and possession of skills.
all that society requires.
basic needs.
partly on his actual behavior and part~ on the image of him people carry in
I
their minds. How vital~ important it is that the picture of the retarded bell
optimistic as well as realistic since their own image frequently gives them II
II
11
11
II
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seldom excel in all of these areas it is important that the teacher, without II
'I
condoning the mask of behavior, try to see the image behind it and understand II
the reasons for it. This is all the child seeks but unfortunately it is not Ii
jl
II
II
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IIIIdTherefore, it is essential to start this training early. The school environ-II
il
ment becomes an important contributing factor in the fulfillment of these II
I,
IIII
I'portion of his time in school, and in school related activities. Thus, the !I
Iiformation of his character depends a great deal on his "prepared environment tt tl
IIThe child will imbibe the climate and the climate will determine the growth. II
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confines of these two broad
---
environment. Gesell states pattern
that are least likely to change are those closely associated with heredity.
schedule is worked out for each individual child.
It is for this reason that case studies, including psychological reports,
family background and medical diagnosis are required before enrollment into
After careful study of the profile afforded by the above, a
I:
!I
IIII
IiI!
'I
Since the traits of personality associated with biological structure Ii
or intelligence of the individual are less subject to change than these that I
the program.
are primarily the product of learning, an awkward gait, twitching arms or
legs, and clumsy movements must be met with remedial means.
Unnecessary obstacles are removed from the environment since frequently
these obstacles tend to frustrate the natural development. Perhaps the
child's difficulties in relating to himself and society do not stem from
the child himself as much as from his environment. The "prepared
environment" of the Basic Training Program, although a natural setting,
to eliminate all unnecessary frustrations. Success depends upon success.
This environment has a periphery of freedom not given to license but control.
This principle stems from life, the life proper to all organisms which lasts
as long as the organism itself. All of life is involved in change, there-
fore, the system, too, is a constantly growing thing, and from this growth
proceeds change. What is important is the child's response to the
changes. This program allows the two fundamental aspects of the child's
growth to come into focus, the outer motor activity at the periphe~=of the
personality, and the "inner rhythm" that will denote the greater or less
degree of the mental tension which accompanies the doing of any action.
The tension is directed toward an outside aim. The outside aim is a
\i
IIII
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:1 response of the children to this Basic Training which may be considered a
!I
i progressive, sequential relationship between the individual and the
I
I. tI: enVlronmen .
'I
Iii The teacher watches the child more step-by-step with concentration and I
II I
I
I occupation, becoming relaxed, and progressing through sequential development I
! I
Ii into an integrated personality. He is crawling, standing, walking, and SkiP-I
Ijping toward his independence, doing for himself what he can do, and having th11
II . II
III courage, knowledge, and ability to ask to be helped in ~what he cannot do. I
I I'
I
I ,I
I -,
'I Thus, from the bewildering chaos of impressions which were formed from I!
I II
I, a yet more bewildering world, a unification of thinking and acting is II
11 gradually born. The retarded child builds up an orderly world, a cosmos, in Ii
II fact, for he learns to combine with love and ease two worlds, the one within II
II and the one without. i
I IIII Language is the fourth step of development which is a natural outcome of !
II 'I
II the Basic Training Program. It is considered for the retarded a "quasi- III
'I I
II foreign" language situation since the rules of the English language are I
II I
II organized on the levels of phonology, morphophonology and syntax, rules too II
Ii III
1.1 difficult for most retarded to master. Spradlin, in 1963 and Spreen in 1965 II
II I
II both demonstrated through research that educable mentally retarded children II'
I! show a deficit on the phonological level. On the morphological and morpho- I
il! phonemic levels, (morphological rules governing which morphenes are used in II
I Ii
II certain functions while morphoponemic rules governing what form the p.articula1!
llmorphene will take when it is manifested) the research undertaken by Bateman III I,
'I I!
I
II1
and Wetherell utilizing the 1. T. P. A. has demonstrated that educable mentally II
I II
!I retarded children consistantly fall below the level achieved by the stand- II
II ardizing population on the Auditory-Vocal-Automatic subtest. (
5
• ) Ii
jl II
II 5. Richard Dever. "Preliminary Comments on a New Language Program for II
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Stewart, in his research completed in 1964, stated that tra4itional methods
had little chance of succeeding in quasi-foreign language situations. It is
not feasable to try to correct a deficit that needs either a replacement or
an addition to what is already known.
There are many theories to derive a setting for language growth or
stimulation, such as: the Gillingham method, Fernald method, Lehtimen's
approach, the Frostig kit, Hagin's stimulation of perceptual deficit areas,
crawling and positioning suggested by Delacato, gymnastics and balancing by
Kephart and Cruickshank's and Gallagher's approach, or the intuition of an
experienced teacher. The theo~ used in the Basic Training Program is a
combination of many with the basic philosophy being that the techniques used
are those ~pecifically designed for the brain damaged, perceptual~ impaired,
or qyslexic child. Kephart has influenced much of the thinking involved in
the program when he points out that there is necessity of environmental
stimulation to influence the mental rate growth of retarded children. It is
through this desired mental rate growth that hopes of language evolvment are
derived. The interest, attractiveness, suitability, companionship,
and short commands, natural environment, and security are the helpful tools
employed.
Language, is after all, the last development due to the fact that
language areas are the last stage in child development. It's process of
evolution is the last area to come forth. It is the most vulnerable because
plasticity itself relies on the functional use of it and cannot become
functional until properly utilized.
Learning to talk is an extreme~ slow and taxing process for the
retarded child. Speech and language are areas of development
esp,ecial~ difficult. This is probab~ due to the fact that they are such a
10.
complex nature. Language is a combined expression of the human and the
spiritual, the concrete and the abstract.
According to Kirk, some brain-injured children have great difficulty
in learning to use the spoken word.
The brain-injury may have affected their speech more than other
areas of growth. Some brain-injured children learn to understand
what you say but have special difficulties in learning to express
their ideas. In these cases the brain-inju~may have affected
their ability to speak more than it has their ability to understand. (6.
In general, the stimulation of the senses helps the child to
manipulate speech sounds natural~; later he imitates speech sounds and
relates them to ideas of his own; and through practice he increases this
ability.
The functioning of the brain provides the organism with the abilities
necessa~ to relate successfully to the environment. The Basic Training
Program utilizes this relationship between environment and ability for the
development of speech.
These four areas of learning set the foundation for the Basic
Training Program. The objective of this sequential development of motor,
senso~, social, and language ability is optimal success for the
individual retarded child.
6. Merle B. Kornes, Samuel A. Kirk, and Winfred D. Kir1{.
You and Your Ratarded Child, (Macmillan Co., N.Y., 1955.) p. 104
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SURVEY
A survey of the Basic Training Program at Saint Coletta School has
shown that the entire program was discriminately compiled by faculty
members involved in the program itself. From their own curriculum,
philosophy and ideas this writer has derived the following information.
The Basic Training Program was born of nature, experience and love.
The embryonic growth was a painful process due to the fact that unfavorable
criticism placed undue stress on the unconventional methodology without due
process of experimentation. A "new look" at the now two year old program
is evaluated in a much more optimistic light for behind the unconventional
approach is sound pedagogy. Every activity is stimulated with creativity,
giving the child's"tools"--senses as well as body--a wonderful design in
orientation and sequential involvement.
In addition to experience, materials from educational leaders such as
Doman and Delacato, Dunn, Frostig, Getman and Kane, Happ, Kephart,
McCarthy, Kirk, Molloy, Montessori, and Rose were researched and inculcated
as basis for the Basic Training Program.
The program was designed to help children, preferably between the C.A.
of 3-7 to reach their human potential. This quiescent ability.is
stimulated to optimum functioning through the nervous system. Physical,
social, emotional, intellectual and spiritual development is stressed.
All the children participating in the program have a histo~ of slow
mental growth as well as learning disabilities due to brain injury or poor
neurological development. This program was designed to precede regular
academic curricula and builds a solid foundation for subsequent learning.
The learning theo~ of Doman and Delacato, which propounds the
hypothesis that there is a correlation between the developmental nervous
Ii I'II .1
Ii IIi
ii 12. I
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II system and learning potential, is endorsed. This developm~nt is 11
! ~ II
Ii strengthened by increased interaction between the organism and its II
Ii envirorunent. The motor activity, therefore, is based on this premise and II
II even though the program is a modified concept of this neurological organiza- I:
I! IIII tion, it does follow the pattern of permitting the child normal developmenta~,
Ii opportunities in areas where the responsive brain tissues were undamaged in II
Ii I
11 order to establish dominance. I
III II! two fold purpose of motor 'IllThe function implicated in,the Basic
1111\ T - - P - 1) t b - th - - t t -t IIIralnlng rogram lS: 0 rlng e organlsm ln 0 con act Wl h the .
il I'II envirorunent as mentioned before, and 2) to reinforce learning. 11
II It is the goal of the program to prepare and shape an envirorunent that 11
II is saturated with learning stimuli. In order to accomplish this feat the II
II f 11· t k - 11 1 t 11- 1- 11Ii 0 oWlng mo or s 1 s are emp oyed; gross motor pat erns; ro lng, craw lng, I
II IiII creeping, walking, foot skills, and body balance; fine mobility patterns, II
': III tongue exercises, hand and eye coordination; prehensile grasp, cortical II
II opposition, bimanual function and pre-writing skills. II
II II
II I'
Ilil Learning involves a sensory progression which indicates that all in- III II
II formation which does not result in performance is useless. Montessori II
I! I
II speaks of the sensitive periods of the child. These are during time of life I
Ii III between 3 - 7, when the child has a special capacity for profiting by these I
Ij"movements of liberty". II
II
P III Moving toward the methodology in sensory acquisition but not away fromI I
II motor coordination, the Basic Training Program 1 s four areas of learning are II
Ii so closely intertwined that one cannot be isolated without interplay between II
Ii IIii the four. The sensory materials of the Basic rrraining Program, in fact, II
11 IIII IIII analyse and represent the attributes of things; dimensions, forms, colors, II
q II
!I smoothness or roughness of surface, weight, temperature, taste, voice and II
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sounds. The qualities of the objects, not the objects themselves,are im-
portant; although these qualities, isolated one from the other, are them-
selves represented by objects. The attributes long, short, thick, thin,
large, small, red, yellow, green, hot, cold, heavy, light, rough, smooth,
scented, noisy, resonant, all have a like number of corresponding objects
arranged in g~aduated series. The teachers have discovered that this
gradation is extreme~ important for the establishment of order; the
attributes of the objects differ not only in quality but also in quantity.
The object may be more or less high or low, more or less thick or thin; the
sounds may have various tones; the colors may have diverse degrees of inten-
sity; the shapes ma~ resemble each other in varied fashion, the condition
of scabrous and sleek surfaces are by no means absolute. First of all it
enables the child to ~sce~tain the identity of two stimuli by numerous and
repetetive exercises in matching and fitting. Afterwards, difference is
appreciated when the lessons direct the child's attention to the external
object of a series; light, dark, long, and short. At last he begins to
distinguish the degrees of the distinct symbols, arranging a series of
objects in gradation or according to the varying degrees of intensity of .E
s~e chromatic hues. These exercises are made attractive to the children
and they often repeat the same procedure independently. The teacher puts
the seal upon each acquisition with a word of praise until the classifica~
tion is complete, and finally it be.comes possible for the child to remember
the qualities and image by name.
We have no possible means of distinguishing things other than by their
properties. Identifj'ing these attributes entails a fundamental order of
arrangement in comprehending and learning. Henceforth the world is no
longer a chaos for the child, his mind bears some resemblance to the
!
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orderly arrangement of bricks in a solid foundation, with each object in
its place and in its proper catego~. The objective of the Basic Training
Program is that this primitive order will not be disturbed) but rather
enriched by the acquisition of new and fresh material. Thus the child,
having acquired the power of distinguishing one thing from another, has
laid the groundwork of intelligence. The child recognizes the objects which
surround him. When he discovers that the sky is blue, that his face is
smooth, that the door and window are rectangular, he does not in reality
discover sky, nor face, nor door, nor window, but he discovers their
position in the order of his mind by arrangement of his ideas. "This
acquisition produces a stable equilibrium in the internal personality which
produces calm, strength and the possibility of fresh conquests; j~st as the
muscles which have coordinated their functions enable the body to maintain
its equilibrium and to acquire that stability and security which facilitates
(7 · )
all movements."
A child's capacity to make friends outside of the fami~ circle is
ordinarily regarded as one of the most important aspects of his social
development. The ideal in our American culture seems to be the ability to
meet any man at his own level or to win friends and influence people.
Acceptable social skills must be learned to some degree, with a certain
amount of ease and a reasonable amount of self confidence. These skills and
"manners" are grounded most secure~ if learned ear~. Smooth voice, free
flow of acceptable sp.eech, ease in adult company and casual conversation
come through patterns set for the child in the Basic Training Program and
are on~ attained through early and consistant practice. Self control seems
7. Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activi~y in Educatio~) ·'(Robert,
Bentley,Inc., Cambridge,Mass.1964.) p.205
15.
to be most effectively taught in play situations where tempers rise and
irritating traits often come-to the fore. Learning to be a good sport
provides a clear set of concepts and patterns of behavior in the child's
mind so that there will be immediate carry over and appreciation in future
circumstances when the child is ready to apply the knowledge. It is a
statistica~ly drawn conclusion, based on developmental efficiency, that
mental retardation represents either a lessening or a distortion of
potentialities. As a result, the rate of maturity is slower, and the
ultimate level of behavior is lowered. A great percentage of retarded
children are capable of learning self care in personal hygiene, good health
habits, safety, and other necessary social skills. They are capable of
getting along in the family and their immediate neighborhood by learning to
show respect for property rights and by cooperating with peers and adults,
even though some retardates will never become complete~ self-sufficient.
The Basic mrain4ng Program employs certain methods to obtain optimum
results. According to the child's maturation level, teachers choose a Rkill
or skills, and follow through on a few basic rules:
1. Be sure the child is watching and listening.
2. Repeat directions or activity often.
3. Keep g.,'~routine. Have them do things in the same place and at the
same time each day.
4. Allow plenty of time but do n~' permit them to dawdle.
5. Show them how to do a thing rather than just tell them.
i 6. Help only when they need it. Let them do as much as they can for
i themselves.
i
!
7. Have them finish a task. The task should be short enough to hold
their interest until they are through. Finishing a fI job"
brings about good work habits.
Language, the most complex of all the Basic Training skills, is a
Let them know you are pleased. Praise is the one,major motivating
device that has been found most essential in constructive learning
situations. These methods are conscientiously followed in the
following social skills taught in the Basic Training Program:
Self care, grooming, dressing, toileting, and emotional
stability. (8.)
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Ii social status symbol. The art of communication is intrinsic to the social,
IIII emotional, intellectual and spiritual growth of any child.
IIII Concommitant with the process of maturation is the observed sequence of
Ii I
I
language development. The Saint Coletta School Basic Training curriculum I
i -IIi structures readiness for producing speech on a conceptual level. The Basic I
11 Training Program has structured perceptual training processes through I
II i
III,. four stages: I'I
il 1. Learning to listen through attention compelling stimulation: Ii
II a) language master II
11 b) reading kit I
I' c) phono-viewer I
i d) tape-recorder with head sets I
\ e) phonographs I'
I, :1
II 2. Listening and reacting to sound II
II IIII 3. Listening and responding to sound II
Ii 4. Listening and producing an appropriate response (9.) II
Ii As the child I s language evolves in orderly sequence through his broadening II
II 'I
'III perception, from concern with self to things and to people , it was essential I
II !
II that the instructors choose materials to conform to the child's social lill
II 1'1II II! environment , within the limits of his motor, kinesthetic, visual, and I!
II II
Ii IiII auditory development and within the realm of his own experience. Ii
II Ii
I! I! It is a firm tenet of the Basic Training Program that verbal development IIII
:1 I'
II for retarded children should be usable, appropriate language, and not II
'II I'i • ,I
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just perfectly articulated speech, in order to produce a better
functioning child within the limits of his impairment.
Sometimes it is difficult to convince parents as well as teachers that
talking must wait until the child is rea~ and has gone through the
receptive stage successful~. One or two years devoted to receptive
development may ~eem like a long time to apply one's efforts without much
verbal output, but the staff members of the training program know through
experience that a broad horizontal extension, sequentially developed and
reinforced by constant repetition, is the foundatlon for later usuable
speech.
The sequential development is as follows:
I. Learning to listen through attention-compelling mechanism
(Stimuli that merely arrest activity)
1. The first arrested activity upon introduction of a
planned stimulation, such as calling a child's name,
can be considered response to audito~ stimulation.
II. Listening and reacting to sound (Total body rea?tion,
and/or large muscle activities)
1. Listening and reacting with large muscle activity such
as rocking a doll to music, rolling or throwing
large balls with music, marching, skipping, running,
tapping, hand I clapping , "Patty-cake."
III. Listening and responding to sound (Facial expressions,
head shaking for "Yes", "No", responding to name.)
1. Listening and reacting with large muscle activity on
command; learning to react to "stop" and "Wa.it";
progressing to "Look", ttSit down", HCome here t,',
"Don't touchH, "Close the door", "Open the door", trHot."
2. Various noisemakers are used, jingle bells, maracas.
The teacher shakes the jingle bells in full view of
the child. A second set of bells is placed in front
of the child. He is expected to pick up the set in
front of him and shake it, mimicking the teacher.
This activity can progress to a more complex level.
Three ,pairs of noisemakers are used ultimately, the
child being expected to select the correct noisemaker
18'.
in front of him to match what he hears, without seeing
the teacher's selection.
3. Listening and responding, such as shaking head "Yes" or
"No" by entire group during roll call. "Is Tommy here?"
"Yes, Tommy is here." "No, Tommy is not here. 1I
HTommy is sick, too bad,1I responding with a sad expression.
4. Raising hand or standing up when teacher calls him in
morning circle, then acknowledging by raising hands,
or standing up.
5. This is the time to incorporate the meaning of the
words "Down" and "Up," "Little" and "Big," "Slow" and
trFast."
6. Listening and responding to names by taking turns.
7. Listening and responding by indications: parts of the
body; own possessions; indentifying boys and girls.
(Is Tommy a girl?)
8. Listening and responding to simple directions. This is
~ slow progression. Direct, the child "Show me-"
or "Put your finger on-", the named item of three
represented. Common objects within the child's own
experience are used as stimuli.
9. Listening to familiar sounds and finding the source -
such as a bell, a drum, a triangle, the squeak of a
familiar toy, the voice of a friend.
IV. Listening and Producing an Appropriate,,';Vocal Response
(True beginning of speech)
1. Listening to familiar animal or mechanical sounds
and vocalizing in repetition.
2. Listening and mimicking words to name common objects,
presented first in three dimensions only.
3. Co. lD.ceptualization- practical use by recall of the
association of things and activities employing the
words (symbols) which represent them. Training in
conceptualization is started with simple directions
that involve relating two objects. (Perceptualization
is the association of the meaning of stimuli itself.)
4. Naming objects, without mimicking upon presentation
of an object. (If a child experiences difficulty in
adding new words, and exhibits signs of frustrations,
present three objects--one of which he can successful~
name--and allow him to select another. This continues
on
Use a dollhouse.
19.
Rote counting by the teacher, to ten, has been}going
whenever the opportunity presented itself. Now the
child should be urged to verbalize carefully. It is
important to observe the level of a child's number
concepts. Do not expect more than the child is reaqy
to use meaningfully.
9. Articles of clothing.
3. Recognition of "Keep out" through dramatic play.
Progress to printed word.
7. Furniture and rooms in a house.
2. Recognition of "Boys" and "Girls tl . Use children, "Jane
is a girl," UTommy is a boytl; progress to pictures.
and printed words.
1. Rhythmic responses to tom-tom; walking, stopping,
running, etc.; climbing up and down stall bars,to
scale played on piano or with bells.
(The child should now be Using words instead of just
Saying words.)
10.
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4. Naming the members of the family. Use snapshots of II
famiJiy. Progress to recognizing parents of other children.!1Ii
5. Naming people who help us: the milkman, policeman, fireman.11
Ii
6. Naming common foods. Progress to which foods are good II
for us. ilII
;1
II
II
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II8. Appropriate action words introduced with all these II
words, such as IiMama cooks ll , IiBaby sleepsli, IiDaddy works ll • !I
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Ii11. Color naming. This goes on whenever the opportunity II
presents itself and ·should be introduced as early as I:Iipossible. Except for the color-blind child, perceiving I!
color differences, matching and sorting, are usually I!
accomplished before the child can name the colors he II
is handling. II
. Ii
12. Appropriate response to more complex auditory stimulations .11
Having learned to respond to "Put the ball in the box,1I Ii
etc., the child must progress to responding to more II'
complex auditory stimulation. Direct the child to I
IiBring me the ball. II The article called for is in view II
~ but not directly in front of the child. This type of II
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picture from a pocket chart displaying ~hree pictures.
The highest level of this activity is to direct the
child to "Bring me the ball (or pictures of a ball)lI
with the ball out of sight, in a drawer or cupboard.
This is a long sequence and will take several we~ks.
13. Selects own name card with color clues. Selects own
name card without color clues. Selects name card of
other children without color clues. (This progression
takes time and each step must be mastered before the
next is taken.)
14. Names of other children to be used in taking turns.
15. Begins to express self-wants: "Water" to "Drink pf water."
A little child usually asks for something by simply
naming it, such as "water." He should be urged to
expand his questions to full sentences. Be emphatic in
demanding appropriate language for bathroom chores.
16. Getting necessary supplies upon command.
17. Responding to facial expressions. The little children,
having learned to mimic the teacher's expression, now
learn to produce a sad or happy face in games.
18. Dramatic play in finger games or playing train should be
used to gain meaningful responses either with or without
verbalization.
19. Listening and carrying out simple directions, such as
delivering a written message to another room.
20. Single-word production through planned stimuli is
expanded to include words appropriate to the child's
environment; Food, Clothing, Furniture, Sports, Seasons,
Holiday.
21. Qualify nouns using objects, then pictures. liThe little
boy-the big boy"; uthe little box-the big box, lJ etc.
22. Prepositions are added, using small objects. "Put the
box on the table", or "Under the table," asking
immediately "Where didryou put it?" expecting the
prepositional phrase in response ...
23. Abstract propositions are now made. The child is to
select from assembled objects, upon being questioned uWhat
do you eat with?ur \ "What do you lock the door with?"etc.
(Or "Show me what you eat with. H )
21.
24. Expand listening ability, using colors such as "Give
me the big, red ball, II "Give me the little blue button. II
25. Progress to two commissions: rTGet the big button and
put it in the pan." TlGet the little ball and put it
in the box."
26. Capitalize on ,echolalia and jargon; use nonsense
syllables with music, picking up used phonemes adding
a sounded final consonant.
27. Name unseen objects through tactile stimuli only
(Objects in a cloth bag.)
28. Auditory training progresses to selecting and naming
sounds we hear; use games, such as trMagic Music,"
"I'm thinking of--a girl with a blue sweater. ll
29. The words necessary for tJprotection lJ or for safe conduct
at home or in the community are expanded. "Keep out,tI
trprivate," "Exit," "Men, tr TlWomen," "Ladies," "Gentlemen, II
"Wet paint," "Fire escape,rl "Hot," IICold," etc.
-30. Action pictures are used to elicit responses in good
sentences. Q. "What is the boy painting?tI A. IIHis house."
Q. "Who is painting his house?" A. "The-.boy is
painting his house."
31. Using pictures, elicit sentences by "How do we know
it is winter? II etc.
32. Expanding vocabulary, using single stimuli, such as an
apple" with the question JJWhat do you do with it?"
The expected response is "Youreat it"; a coat, a ·key,
a pencil, etc. This is a more complicated step than No.
33. Telephone manners. Use the Tele-Trainer in dramatic play.
Start the youngest children by answering the phone,
saying only, HHello, Mommy's coming, and going to seek
whoever is playing the role of mother. Progress to
answering, "Hello, this is Sharontl(or "I am Sharon").
I'm fine, thank you, I'll call Mommy."
34. Expand telephone conversation to social niceties, learl~~g
to terminate a conversation after completing mission.
Such as "My Daddy will pick you up at eight. If It is very
difficult for a retarded child to come to the point
and conclude a conversation via telephone.
35. Learn to make emergency calls.
36. Practice good manners, greeting guests, saying good-bye,
accepting a gift, acknowledging and giving a compliment,
22.'
making introductions, requests at mealtimes or at
parties, etc.
37. Practice telling "what happened," progressing from close
remote experiences. Use television programs as an entree
to gain a concept of yesterday, today and tomorrow.
38. Practice whispering.
This listing is an approximate sequence. The strongest guide as to what
comes next is an evaluation of the child's successes.(lO.)
The motor, sensory, social and language skills, as sequential~ out-
lined in this Basic Training Program survey, were used and embodied in the
following case studies over a period of six months.
10. Julia Molloy, Ope cit. p. 24-29
Case study:
Cynthia is a thin, nice looking six and a half year old day student
who attends Saint Coletta School and is enrolled in the Basic Training
Program. Cynthia is excitable, withdrawn at times; an easily disturbed
youngster. According to Cynthia's evaluation at Milwaukee Children's
Hospital Diagnostic Center for Handicapped Children, Cynthia has possible
brain damage occuring before birth. The Cattell Infant Intelligence Test
classified Cynthia as a child functioning at one-half her C.A. The Stanford
Intelligence Scale, Form L-M, administered at Saint Coletta School on
September 19,1966 resulted in Cynthia's M.A. ranging in the 2-7 year
bracket with a full scale I.Q. of 34.
8ynthia did not walk until she was 17 months old, nor talk until after
two years of age. She now repeats constantly and gives evidence of
echolalia.
Prior to enrolling in the Basic Training Program at Saint Coletta's,
Cynthia spent one year in regular nurse~ school and two years in the Easter
Seal School in Milwaukee. During these years, Cynthia preferred play and
crafts.
There are two younger siblings at home, Mary and Robert. A
love seems to exist between the three and yet Cynthia has a negative
attitude toward herself. However, with the motivating devices of praise and
reward of the Basic Training Program she is gradually becoming more positive
In school Cynthia would not go to the teacher to receive her name card
although she recognized her name immediately. Yet, she became quite
interested and excited when another child's name was held up. When a
mirror was placed in front of her she would turn away or hide her face but
these are attitudes of the past. Classroom activities are now entered into
.24·.
with enthusiasm and genuine interest.
Cynthia entered school as a withdrawn, unrelated youngster who
exhibited many fears and anxieties. Any breakthrough of the high
wall she had built securely around herself brought immediate unrest and
emotional upset. However, she has noW overcome many fears and appears to be
making a good adjustment. Her self-image as well as her response to other
people is now given without much hesitation and she is cooperative,
respectful and obedient.
Cynthia is not anxious to attempt new learning situations and she is
indifferent to tasks she cannot do. When the material is familiar she
usually finishes the tasks.
Cynthia gives evidence of echolalia for she frequently repeats what is
said and uses words, phrases, and short sentences in a repetitious manner.
Her comprehension is better developed than speech patterns for she can
carry out two commands without having them repeated. She knows common
objects: food, clothing, and body parts. Cynthia has a good working
vocabulary, she can count to ten, matches words, pictures, and colors.
Her tactile sense is well developed as is her perceptual ability;-she is
capable of assembling medium difficult puzzles, knows geometric forms,
strings beads, works the cylinders, builds the pink tower, and experiences
success with other Montessori materials.
Cynthia's oU.tlook is potentially good.
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Case study:
William, or ~illy as he is called, is a well built youngster, wearing
glasses and"giving evidence of intellectual retardatidn~:' The EEG showed a
diffusely slow, nonfocal, qysrhythmia. At present, Billy is a seven and a
half year old boy functioning at approximately the three year old level.
However, Doctor Goebel, director of the Pathway School in Pennsylvania,
seemed to place Billy in a catego~ not of brain-inju~ but a child having
a brain organical~ improperly designed.
Billy is very poor in motor activities, especially the finer ones. He
seems to be hyperactive yet winsome, alert yet lethargic. Billy is
classified by the Devereux Child Behavior Rating Scale (1966) as an aty-
pical child with withdrawn, awkward characteristics. There is minimal
social communication and language usage.
It was impossible to rate Billy according to the Stanford Binet Test
of Intelligence, Form L-M, but the psychologist's estimate is that Billy is
functioning at a two to three year old level. This was derived from Billy's
response to commands. A complete psychometric evaluation was suggested by
Doctor Colburn of Appleseed School in Wayne, Indiana, but since this was
not available at the time, the evaluation was not done.
Billy was referred to Saint Coletta's because his mother's mental
health was in danger due to Billy's excessive demands and hyperactivity.
Billy has two siblings and according to the observations of one evaluator
Billy's mother seems unsure of her attitudes, discipline and relationship
with all three. This uncertainty of her own qualifications as a mother,
might in the opinion of this writer, bear a detrimen~al mark on the
children, especially Billy who seems to need consistent, firm and loving
-36.
! Billy entered Saint Coletta School in September of 1966. His past and
pre-test of neurological and language functioning will be explained at the
conclusion of this case history.
Bil~ has .made tremendous strides in social adaptability. Uncontrol-
lable activity has been channelled into constructive use of energy. His
attention span has increased from absolute inattentiveness to an aggregate
of five or ten minutes of concentrated effort.
Peer relationships have developed into friendly encounters rather than
the tantalizing egotistical personality forcing itself on fellow classmates
on~ a few short months previously.
Work habits are on the lower level of a wide range of potential
estimates. Frustration is .:easily exhibited in unfamiliar or difficult
tasks. He needs constant direction and supervision if any task is to be
completed.
A vocabula~ of a few words upon entering the Basic Training Program
has increased to isolated phraseology, and simple sentences. He has a
speech defect which does not hinder him from putting across his ideas and
making his needs understood.
i
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own in competition with his peers.
Mikey entered Saint Coletta School in April 1966 and was enrolled in
blue eye is small for his age but which does not deter him from holding his
II III; 47. II
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I Mikey, an eight year old mongoloid boy with blonde hair and expressive I
II
!
I
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the Basic Training Program the following September. Prior to his enrollment I
Mikey was very immature in self-help skills, his range being between
coddling of his doll--but this stage has been outgrown and competitive
lovable personality and easy going manner has made him a favorite with his
His
He could pull off shoes, socks, and pants
Play ':habits were also immature as was evident by his constant
Ii
I
Mikey has adjusted well to his new surroundings for the love and under- I
I
IIII
11
II
I
eighteen to twenty-four months.
but usual~ depended upon help.
peers.
standing of an accepting family has made this adjustment possible.
play activities are entered into much more free~.
Mikey attended a class for retarded children at Dominican College in
Racine, Wisconsin. His speech therapist worked a half hour each week with
Mikey and was pleased with his progress stating that speech had improved
50% yet a speech impediment was still retained. Mikey shows a willingness
and initiative to form new words. Not all words are clear, yet he tries
II
II
I
I
II
!
hard to pronounce them correct~. Auditory discrimination is reasonably
well developed as is evident by Mikey's response to directions. Appropriate
sound responses such as "thank you" and "please 1f are used without constant
reminding.
Mikey enjoyed playing school before attending Saint Coletta. He would
read pictures, play with blocks, and even recognized the primary colors.
Mikey loved these school sessions and seemed to thrive on the attention of
a one to one relationship wit~ his parents. This type of companionship was
his on~ means of social involvment.
Michael was given a psychological test by T.F.Gustafson, Psychologist
for the Jefferson Elementa~ School in Kenosha, Wisconsin. The reason for
referral was to acquire complete evaluation to determine the reason for his
ear~ enrollment into ~he trainable class of a nearby school, and because
additional information was requested by the Bureau for Handicapped Children
in Madison, Wisconsin.
The psychologist found Mikey to be most willing to cooperate and to
I follow directions. He conformed with testing procedures and sat for the
,IIi entire testing of the Standford-Binet Form L-M on which he scored a Mental
II
!I Age of three years at a Chronological Age of five years and ten months with
II
I
I a Full Scale I.Q. of forty-six. It was felt that this full scale is not a
true indication of his potential due to the language barrier. On the
I Peaboqy Vocabula~ Test Mike scored a Mental Age of three years with an
approximate I.Q. of fifty.
Mikey is a well adjusted mongoloid whose mannerisms are somewhat
babyfied. However, with maturity it is felt that a greater potential than
here evidenced will be reached.
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Recent statistics indicate that one ,out of everyone thousand children
Ii I
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I SUMMARY · I
I
I
I born in the United States is seriously retarded. Three out of everyone
I thousand are unlike~ to progress beyond a mental age of seven years.
As before mentioned, the curriculum of the Basic Training Program is
are the child's own body, the environment in which he lives, and the
faculty members at Saint Coletta School with ideas and learning theories'
would profit from the Basic Training Program but for those who are able to
The tools used
Not all of these five million
Twenty-six out of eve~ one thousand are more or less affected, so that they
I(11.) I
are slow of mind. Generalizing, then, there are approximately five I
I
II
'III
'/
II.
ilI
II
II
I
I
benefit from active participation new hope is offered.
million retarded in the United States alone.
drawn from leading researchers and educators of today.
structured to meet the needs of the child and is based on the experience of
experiences of teachers whose love and dedication add the extra ingredients
to make the program work.
In this program teachers follow the advice of Maria Montessori, "Wait!
Let the child develop." They teach children the baslc steps which are the
foundation for the joy and thrill of living in a child's worlde From this
knowledge comes the desire to grow and reach one's potential.
The children share and enjoy each other's successes. They learn to
appreciate one another as they learn to respect and love themselves.
Through this realization the retarded child learns to use the sense tools
I
II
II
It
I
I
which have been bottled up as tendencies and he now learns to manipulate
these tools in a knowledgeable way.
11. Pearl Buck and Gweneth Zarfoss, ltThe Gifts They Bring-Our Debt to
. Ii the Mentally: Retarded", (The John Day Company, New York, 1965.) p. 7
____·....__1,
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disciplining attempts to attain the freedom of strengthened muscles which
II II
I
, I,
I 60. 'II
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Discipline is part of the freedom employed since the two are in- Ii
I
separable. The children creep-and-crawl; .using gross motor skills in their I
I
will help them to walk, run, skip and hop to their independence.
A special boon to any teacher is that over active children have an out-
let in structured ~otor exercises, thereby keeping undisciplined activity at
Since the Basic Training Program works through the boqy to reach the
to succeed in academic areas, but many who have suffered brain-damage,
that children are more capable of profiting from the opportunities to grow
It is true that all children do not need this basic training
Thus,
II
I
I
I'II
I
I
1
i
I
indicated Ii
II
II
either minimal or severe)1 are helped specifically by this program.
a minimum.
I mind, neurologically impaired children do receive mhch needed help.
enhancing the functioning of the nervous system, it is experimently
physically, socially, emotional~, intellectually and spiritually. Because
the child's neurological development is so important in its relationship to
academic achievement, it is wise to begin this training prior to the regular
academic curricula since this neurological training lays a solid foundation
for further learning.
"Our work," says Montessori, is to lead the little children, albeit with
a variety of methods, and also much good will •••we presume, too, that·' already
something precious and awesome lives in him••• a child may be left free to act
on~ on the condition that we help him to act with the resources he bears
I
.-.--..11_---1
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IIII
I
I within himself. If
II In summation, then, the Basic Training Program offers hope that the
Ii aware~ess of "1 am", will lead to the awareness that "others are" and from
!Ithe combination of the two, a solid academic and social foundation will be
II
II
l!
II
reach his potential.
not guarantee "near normal" success, or cures, it does assure a chance for
Basic Training Program is constantly growing, alive and flexible since
each child to work within his capacity stimulated with proper motivation to
jparents, special teachers, and special programs. This Basic Training is a
liverY special program designed and adapted to meet their needs, and just as
liin any great program, materials and ideas do not remain stagnant, so too,
II the
. il 11
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--------- II f~~~~-: It is on}y in understanding oneself that one can attempt to under- II ----
I stand others or the environment. II
I L - d 1 -11 b th k t k- k L 1'1II ove 1S an a ways Wl e e ey no e ma 1ng any program wor. ove I
II enlarges not only the heart but the mind and each small deed or stimulus will II
Ii ripple with repercussions benefiting the entire program. II
L II
Special children call for special understanding, special love, special Ii
II
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I
I
I
I
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Iithe children themselves determine its structure. Although the program does II
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